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Executive Summary
This handbook addresses the role of law in collecting and disseminating public health data disaggregated by race and ethnicity for public health practitioners and attorneys across state, Tribal, and local governments. It is intended to assist practitioners and attorneys with framing and navigating the various legal and non-legal issues around disaggregated public health data. Data disaggregation is the breakdown and categorization of large sets of data by certain data elements, such as race and ethnicity.

Detailed race and ethnicity data in public health is needed to adequately identify, assess, and address health inequities and structural racism in ways that engage all branches and levels of government, community members, and stakeholders. The COVID-19 pandemic has highlighted inequities in infection rates, health outcomes, and vaccination rates among racial and ethnic groups. As such, the COVID-19 pandemic has reaffirmed the need for public health data disaggregated by race and ethnicity (hereafter “disaggregated data” or “data disaggregation”) to advance health equity.

Research has shown that states’ collection of non-white racial and ethnic group data has long been incomplete and unreliable. To be sure, collecting and accessing disaggregated data alone will not end inequitable health outcomes, but it is an essential first step. With accurate and complete public health data, policymakers can be better equipped to interpret and use data to dismantle the legal, social, political, and economic systems that create inequities in the first place.

This handbook is organized into 5 sections. Section 1 describes the urgent need for disaggregated data. Section 2 describes the legal authority and process for public health data surveillance and privacy of public health data. Section 3 discusses the role of law in facilitating the collection of race and ethnicity in public health data sets. Section 4 explores legal considerations for disseminating disaggregated data. Section 5 describes considerations for intergovernmental data sharing. The handbook ends with a short conclusion and summary of recommendations.

The audience for this handbook includes practitioners and attorneys across state and local public health departments. While Tribal governments have the sovereign authority to conduct their own public health surveillance programs, Tribes have unique legal and policy considerations in conducting these programs which are not evaluated in this handbook. However, this
handbook identifies data disaggregation issues that affect Tribes and Indigenous communities and offers suggestions for state, Tribal, and local intergovernmental partnerships.

**Key Findings and Recommendations**

One of our most important conclusions is that the law is generally not a barrier to public health departments collecting and disseminating disaggregated race and ethnicity data. Although sometimes cited as an impediment, the law is more often a facilitator, such as when it requires or permits entities to report data that includes race and ethnicity to health departments. Likewise, the law facilitates dissemination of disaggregated data through freedom of information laws and de-identification methods.

**General Legal Authority.** State, Tribal, and local public health departments generally possess the legal authority to collect and disseminate population-level disaggregated data. The development of effective public health interventions that reduce health inequities depends on the availability of accurate, representative, and timely health and demographic data. While health departments across the country are committed to addressing racial and health equity, such data is inconsistently collected and disseminated for a variety of legal and non-legal reasons.

**Data Collection.** One of our key findings is that the law facilitates health departments’ ability to collect race and ethnicity data. For example, the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA), often a perceived barrier, allows disclosure of protected health information (PHI) to public health authorities for public health purposes. Likewise, state, Tribal, and local health departments possess the legal authority to collect disease and other information, including race and ethnicity data.

**Data Collection Barriers.** The barriers to collecting race and ethnicity data are generally non-legal, meaning that the law does not prevent data collection. Rather, we identified several non-legal barriers, including:

- Patient hesitance to provide their race and ethnicity at the point of collection;
- Data reporters not providing the data;
- Information system limitations;
- Insufficient guidance, requirements, or standards for data collection and coding; and
- Limited resources or staffing at the public health department.

The two largest barriers are the hesitancy of patients to disclose this information about themselves and the failure of providers to report it.
Opportunities to Address Data Collection Barriers. Nonetheless, there are opportunities for using the law to address the non-legal barriers to public health data collection. Among other things, we recommend that state health departments, utilizing existing legal authority, take steps to collect more complete race and ethnicity data across public health programs. We also recommend that states explore whether to explicitly mandate reporting of race and ethnicity data and whether to adopt or utilize penalties for failure to report such data.

At the federal level, we find that the federal government can do more to encourage data reporting to health departments and tie financial incentives to such reporting. We recommend that the Office of Management and Budget (OMB) expand its race and ethnicity categories in federal data collection (and we acknowledge that such a review is currently underway). Additionally, we recommend that Congress consider codifying requirements and providing sustainable funding for creating and maintaining a modern, robust, and interoperable governmental public health data infrastructure that includes key demographics such as race and ethnicity.

Dissemination of Disaggregated Data. Regarding public dissemination of disaggregated data, we note a central legal tension between: (1) the public’s right to access public data; and (2) the individual’s right to privacy. Importantly, we also find that law is a facilitator of public dissemination of disaggregated data. At the same time, such disaggregation has the potential to increase the risk of re-identification. We determine that these risks can and should be managed, particularly with the assistance of statisticians trained in disclosure risk assessment and limitation methods.

Traditionally, race and ethnicity are not considered direct identifiers, although we note they can increase the risk of re-identification for individuals represented in a dataset. Such risks can be realized through linkage with other demographic characteristics, which are often found in public datasets. We find that these risks can be offset by using statistical disclosure risk assessments and control methods.

Improving Dissemination of Disaggregated Data. Opportunities also exist to enhance dissemination of disaggregated data. We recommend that local and state health departments invest resources to more readily and easily render data de-identified, and thereby promote dissemination of disaggregated data. For example, state and local health departments can recruit individuals familiar with generally accepted statistical and scientific methods for rendering information not individually identifiable, and train staff on HIPAA’s Safe Harbor method of de-identification. We also recommend that the federal government provide additional support to state and local health departments through training and other methods to support and promote the dissemination of disaggregated data. Finally, we recommend that state and local health departments develop and implement strong policies around data suppression and open data release, as well as unambiguous criteria to evaluate data requests.
Intergovernmental Data Sharing. In concluding the handbook, we address the need for intergovernmental data sharing among federal, state, Tribal, and local agencies to better assess and address equity, inclusion, and the social determinants of health. The type of data shared across government entities can vary substantially and can include fully identifiable, de-identified, aggregated, or disaggregated data, or a combination thereof.

Accordingly, we recommend that health departments consider master data sharing agreements with intergovernmental partners that permit ongoing data sharing through the addition of data-exchange-specific task orders or appendices. We also recommend that local health departments consider exercising their public health authority to require certain data exchanges, such as through an ordinance or executive order. Local health departments may also explore participating in health or other information exchanges and incentivizing partners to participate in such information exchanges.

Like all governments, Tribes have the authority and responsibility to promote the health and welfare of their community members. Tribal governments also engage in intergovernmental collaboration and coordination to promote public health in their communities and among their neighbors. States frequently deny Tribal access to data that they otherwise would make available to other state and local health departments. Likewise, we recommend that state law and policy that hinders Tribal data sharing needs to be removed or amended so that Tribes have at least as much access as other public health authorities.

We also recommend that state and local governments consider how collecting and sharing identifiable or disaggregated data can affect Tribal sovereignty, including data sovereignty. States should negotiate data sharing agreements with Tribal nations that address how the state will collect, distribute, and use American Indian and Tribal data. To avoid undermining Tribal public health authority and public health programming in Indian Country, we recommend that states engage in rigorous consultation with Tribes and enter into intergovernmental data sharing agreements.

Conclusion

The legal landscape of public health data collection, dissemination, and sharing is nuanced and complicated. As outlined above, and throughout this handbook, a variety of considerations and opportunities exist to improve both collecting and disseminating race and ethnicity data in public health to inform and address inequities. Our hope is that this handbook demystifies the current legal landscape and identifies actionable opportunities to use the law to improve public health data collection and dissemination.
Introduction
If communities are not counted, inequities cannot be identified, and community needs cannot be met. This handbook addresses the role of law in the disaggregation of public health data by race and ethnicity.

**Race** and **ethnicity**. **Data disaggregation** is the breakdown and categorization of large sets of data by certain data elements. Data disaggregated by race and ethnicity is necessary to advance health equity (hereafter “disaggregated data” or “data disaggregation”).

For purposes of this handbook, we define race as a socially constructed system of categorizing humans largely based on observable physical features (phenotypes), such as skin color, and on ancestry. There is no scientific or discernable distinction between racial categories. We define ethnicity as a social construct that divides people into smaller social groups based on characteristics such as a shared sense of group membership, values, behavioral patterns, language, political and economic interests, history, and ancestral geographic base. We acknowledge that definitions may vary in substance and over time and that our expertise in this handbook lies in how the law treats race and ethnicity data collection and dissemination in public health.

A key conclusion of this report is that the law is not a barrier to public health departments collecting race and ethnicity data (see Section 3). Although sometimes cited as an impediment, the law is more often a facilitator, such as when it requires or permits entities to report data that includes race and ethnicity to health departments.

More frequently, provider or patient hesitance, as well as technical, resource, and other non-legal issues are responsible for inconsistent reporting of race and ethnicity data. As noted in Appendix 2, other public health organizations have identified barriers to public health data disaggregation in the context of methodology and technology. It is imperative that states and the federal government address these non-legal barriers, and that providers and other data reporters work to collect and share race and ethnicity data with public health departments. **Section 3** offers several recommendations at the state and federal level to improve public health data collection.

Another key conclusion is that the law is a facilitator of public dissemination of disaggregated data – which plays an important role in revealing health inequities. However, particularly in the context of disaggregated data, failing to adequately protect the privacy of individuals has the potential to actually harm members of underserved subpopulations or Tribal nations.
who may be at heightened risk of harm. Dissemination of disaggregated data therefore requires state and local governments to balance public access to public data with the individual’s right to privacy.

Data disaggregation has the potential to increase the risk of re-identification (see Section 4). Re-identification is the process of using data within a dataset, typically in combination with other, often publicly-available, data, to identify individuals who are the subject of the data. This handbook finds the added risk of potential re-identification can and should be controlled, particularly with the assistance of statisticians trained in disclosure risk assessment and limitation methods. Section 4 offers several recommendations on how health departments can navigate the tension between public access and privacy.

In addition, state health departments regularly receive requests for data access from other state agencies, local health departments, Tribal governments, federal agencies, and other nonprofit and research partners (Figure 1). Law underpins the sharing of this data. Section 5 considers how law impacts data sharing in these contexts and makes recommendations to improve data sharing.

FIGURE 1: RACE AND ETHNICITY DATA SHARING BY STATE HEALTH DEPARTMENTS

While Tribal governments have the sovereign authority to conduct their own public health surveillance programs, including the collection, dissemination, and sharing of disaggregated data, Tribal nations have unique legal and policy considerations in conducting these programs. These issues are outside the scope of this handbook. However, this handbook identifies data disaggregation issues that affect Tribes and Indigenous communities and offers suggestions for state, Tribal and local intergovernmental partnerships.

We also acknowledge that race and ethnicity are not the only data points relevant to assessing and addressing health inequities (other data points might include gender, sexual orientation and gender identity, rural or urban residence, socio-economic status, educational attainment, geography, housing status, and so on). Additionally, simply collecting race and ethnicity data (ideally self-identified) may not sufficiently capture how someone identifies nor how they are perceived when accessing health care and other services. These intersectional and multi-dimensional aspects of identity, while critically important, are not well-defined or addressed in law and are, therefore, outside the scope of this handbook.
Organization and Methods

The audience for this handbook includes public health practitioners across state and local governments, including attorneys, epidemiologists, and program managers. The handbook is intended to assist these practitioners, who may not have extensive experience in the legal aspects of data collection and sharing, with framing and navigating the legal issues and dilemmas around collecting and disseminating disaggregated data.

This handbook is organized into 5 sections. **Section 1** describes the urgent need for disaggregated data. **Section 2** describes the legal authority and process for public health data surveillance and privacy of public health data. **Section 3** discusses the role of law in facilitating the collection of race and ethnicity in public health datasets. **Section 4** explores legal considerations for disseminating disaggregated data. Finally, **Section 5** describes considerations for data sharing with governmental and other partners and contains a series of practice recommendations.

To inform this handbook, the Network for Public Health Law (the Network) first reviewed the laws of ten states – California, Ohio, Michigan, Nebraska, New Jersey, New York, Nevada, North Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas. Specifically, we researched states’ legal authority to collect race and ethnicity data for disease surveillance, immunizations, and death records. This allowed us to examine how state laws differ and whether state law facilitates or hinders collecting race and ethnicity data. We also researched the overall legal landscape for disseminating disaggregated data and for privacy protections that may limit disseminating this data.

To conduct the analysis, we engaged co-authors who are experts in federal Indian law, Tribal law, data privacy, and data disaggregation. We also consulted various experts working with RWJF on data disaggregation, collection, and dissemination issues. These experts included staff at Croal Services Group, the Leadership Conference on Civil and Human Rights, and the UCLA Center for Health Policy and Research. We also consulted with experts at the American Indian Commission for Washington State, the Association of State and Territorial Health Officials, the Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists, the Urban Indian Health Institute and epidemiologist Dr. Meghan Curry O’Connell.

CSTE helped arrange and conduct a discussion with members of its public health law and policy surveillance subcommittees, which include public health epidemiologists and legal counsel. Finally, the Network conducted an informal survey of its Privacy Officer Peer Group members to learn about state-level experiences collecting and disseminating race and ethnicity data. The Privacy Officer Peer Group, facilitated by the Network’s Mid-States Regional Office, brings together more than 80 privacy officers and legal counsel from state health departments across the country.
Section 1.

Disaggregated Data by Race and Ethnicity Is Needed to Further Health Equity
The development and implementation of public health interventions that effectively reduce health inequities depends on the availability of accurate, representative, and timely health and demographic data. Practitioners, policymakers, and the public need disaggregated data to measure the impact of diseases and interventions consistently, equitably, and reliably across all populations.

Essentially, disaggregated data can help illuminate and combat the health impacts of systemic racism and the unequal distribution of public health services.

The COVID-19 pandemic presents a compelling recent example of this – expedient, life-saving public health information was urgently needed but often unavailable or delayed. For example, an October 2021 study found race and ethnicity data was unavailable for almost 40 percent of people testing positive for COVID-19 or receiving a COVID-19 vaccine. Other studies have found similar treatment disparities. For instance, the National Patient-Centered Clinical Research Network found lower use of monoclonal antibody treatment among non-white patients with positive SARS-CoV-2 test results. Ultimately, multiple analyses of the available data demonstrated that the pandemic disproportionately burdened Pacific Islander, Latino, Indigenous, and Black Americans. As a result, these groups experienced a higher incidence of COVID-19 infection and a death rate more than double that of Whites and Asian Americans generally.

In contrast, the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC), found improved COVID-19 testing and vaccination reporting data from public health departments and other sources. These reports include race and ethnicity for 74.3 percent of people with at least one dose administered, thanks in part to federal efforts in the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act (CARES Act) and US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS) guidance. Some of these improvements were restricted to COVID-19 data, and race and ethnicity data for other critical public health diseases remain highly incomplete or missing.

Nonetheless, the significant gaps in COVID-19 data collection reflect historical patterns. Even as the COVID-19 pandemic has reaffirmed the need for disaggregated public health data to advance health equity, research demonstrates that incomplete and unreliable state health data collection regarding non-white racial and ethnic groups has been an issue for decades. One study found that health disparities between whites of Western European descent and those of Middle Eastern or Eastern European descent are almost as large as those between white

Race is a socially constructed system of categorizing humans largely based on observable physical features (phenotypes), such as skin color, and on ancestry. There is no scientific or discernable distinction between racial categories.

Ethnicity is a social construct that divides people into smaller social groups based on characteristics such as shared sense of group membership, values, behavioral patterns, language, political and economic interests, history, and ancestral geographical base.
and non-white individuals. Another study even cautioned against relying on state-reported Medicare data given misclassification under racial beneficiary codes.

Not surprisingly, numerous organizations, including the American Medical Association, the American Public Health Association, and the Robert Wood Johnson Foundation, have called for data disaggregation as an important tool in addressing the role of racism in health inequities. However, public health surveillance systems in the United States have not been designed to collect and analyze race and ethnicity data systematically and across datasets. The lack of data standards among registries and electronic data sets, interoperability across systems, and workforce capacity for data specialists have created a public health data system with infrastructure needs and hampered surveillance. Fortunately, as discussed throughout this handbook, law and policy can support more complete collection, disaggregation, and dissemination of this data across the public health system and beyond. The availability of more complete and accurate race and ethnicity data will not only contribute to combating the health impacts of systemic racism and the unequal distribution of public health services – it will improve the nation’s public health system and beyond.

The availability of more complete and accurate race and ethnicity data will not only contribute to combating the health impacts of systemic racism and the unequal distribution of public health services – it will improve the nation's public health system and beyond.
Section 2

The Law that Underpins Public Health Surveillance and Data Disaggregation
The law provides a broad framework for collecting, sharing, and disseminating public health data. This section provides a summary of these laws to provide a foundation for the more detailed discussion of data collection and dissemination of disaggregated data in Sections 3 and 4. First, this Section discusses the legal authority for public health data collection. It then offers a brief overview of the privacy landscape.

States, Tribes, and local governments have the primary responsibility and authority to protect the public’s health, along with the authority to collect data, including race and ethnicity data. Sources of public health data include disease and health event reports produced in clinical settings, vital records, immunization registries, surveys, the U.S. Census, and case investigations, among other sources (Figure 2). Reporting to health departments occurs in a variety of ways. For some disease surveillance data, health care providers, hospitals, laboratories, and other entities are required under state law to...

**FIGURE 2: DATA FLOW FROM HEALTHCARE TO PUBLIC HEALTH AGENCIES**
provide data on reportable conditions. Vaccine administration data is submitted to immunization information systems by providers administering vaccines, including physicians, hospitals, pharmacies, and mass vaccination sites (Figure 2).

Legal Authority for Public Health Data Collection

State and Local Authority
Every state requires certain diseases, conditions, and health events to be reported to state health departments, and further outline what information or data elements are collected. Collecting this data has been upheld as a constitutional exercise of public health authority. Federal policy can also incentivize states to establish these requirements. But even when required to report data, some data reporters provide incomplete data to health departments.

State law generally imposes an affirmative duty on health care providers to report diseases of interest, and can be utilized to encourage consistent reporting of race and ethnicity to public health departments. Race and ethnicity are almost always required data fields, whether by law, rule, or policy (see Figure 3). For example, California’s Department of Health, by rule, mandates that race and ethnicity be included in disease reports. North Carolina requires all of the elements required by the federal standards established by the US Department of Health and Human Services (HHS), as discussed further below. New Jersey and Michigan by rule require the inclusion of race and ethnicity, but do not specify whether the federal standards must be used. Other states include race and ethnicity in their reporting forms and rely on their general authority to dictate the form of a report.

FIGURE 3: UNDERSTANDING STATUTES, RULES, & POLICIES

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Statute*</th>
<th>Rule**</th>
<th>Policy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Who</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statute*</td>
<td>Rule**</td>
<td>Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Statute*</td>
<td>Rule**</td>
<td>Policy</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>* Also known as law, Act, enacted legislation, legislation</td>
<td>** Also known as regulation</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The absence of statutory or regulatory language expressly authorizing or requiring collection of data, including race and ethnicity data, may present a dilemma for health departments that prefer to collect data with clear legislative authority. Absent express authority, health departments must rely on general public health authority to collect data. Such authority typically grants a state or local health department discretion to organize programs and interventions aimed at controlling disease and promoting the public’s health. This broad and flexible authority allows the health department to address a wide array of public health issues. A 2015 study of jurisdictions operating immunization registries for children found that 18.9% did so on the basis of general public health authority. Of those jurisdictions operating adult immunization registries, the study found a full 25.5% of jurisdictions “relied on general public health statutes or regulations” rather than laws expressly authorizing the immunization registry. As a legal matter, health departments have adequate general authority to collect the data needed. Nevertheless, without express authority, health departments may not have the funding or the capacity to conduct adequate public health surveillance, especially if health care providers resist collecting and reporting the information.

Federal Authority

Although state governments have the primary responsibility for public health surveillance, the federal government has numerous mechanisms for collecting or supporting the collection of health data. For example, the federal government funds and administers certain data collection efforts, such as the Behavioral Risk Factor Surveillance System. That system captures state-based data on US residents on a variety of health issues. Under the federal government’s taxing and spending power, the federal government may place conditions on the receipt of federal funds. For example, CDC grants may require grantee states to report certain test results or data elements as a condition of receiving federal funds. CDC funding may also require states to use specific reporting systems and report specific data fields when sharing immunization data. This, in turn, can induce the states to implement policies around data collection that the federal government could not otherwise mandate. Despite these requirements, CDC and HHS do not uniformly receive public health data from every state and territory.

Perhaps more importantly, the federal government has established specific policies for collecting race and ethnicity data. The White House’s Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Directive No. 15, established in 1997 and revised in 2011, creates five minimum categories of race (Table 1) and two minimum categories of ethnicity (Table 2) when collecting, analyzing or releasing data about race and/or ethnicity. This directive applies to the federal government and generally represents the baseline standard for race and ethnicity data collection for states. What’s more, the OMB standards are often applied in a variety of other data collection efforts administered...
inside and outside the government, including household surveys, school registration forms, mortgage lending applications, and in medical and other research.51

**TABLE 1: OMB DIRECTIVE NO. 15 CATEGORIES OF RACE**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaska Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 2: OMB DIRECTIVE NO. 15 CATEGORIES OF ETHNICITY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic or Latino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not Hispanic or Latino</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Unfortunately, these guidelines and standards are not consistently applied. Despite the authority HHS appears to have to standardize race and ethnicity data reporting, for most activities it only requests that the OMB minimum standards be used (Tables 1 and 2). By contrast, when HHS-sponsored health surveys are performed, the more detailed 2011 HHS standards adopted as required by section 4302 of the Affordable Care Act must be used (Tables 3 and 4).52 In addition, while HHS requests that states report public health data that includes race and ethnicity using at least the OMB minimum standards, states do not always or consistently report this information.

**TABLE 3: ETHNICITY CATEGORIES REQUIRED FOR ALL HHS-SPONSORED HEALTH SURVEYS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>No, not Hispanic or Latino/a, or Spanish origin</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, Mexican, Mexican American, Chicano/a</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, Puerto Rican</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, Cuban</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes, another Hispanic, Latino/a or Spanish origin</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**TABLE 4: RACIAL CATEGORIES REQUIRED FOR ALL HHS-SPONSORED HEALTH SURVEY**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>American Indian or Alaska Native</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian Indian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chinese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Filipino</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Japanese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Korean</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vietnamese</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Asian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black or African American</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Native Hawaiian</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guamanian or Chamorro</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Samoan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Pacific Islander</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>White</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
As noted above, OMB Directive No. 15 sets out minimum categories for race and ethnicity for federal agencies’ data collection activities. But state and local health departments are not required to use the OMB categories when collecting race and ethnicity data, although federal policy may require reporting in a specific format as a condition of funding. States may use the OMB categories or may consider adopting racial and ethnicity categories that best reflect their communities, although these additional categories would likely be aggregated into the standard categories when shared with the federal government. A consideration in deviating from OMB’s categories is whether the dataset collected will facilitate required reporting to CDC or HHS, which generally require, at a minimum, use of, or compatibility with, OMB’s categories.

The OMB categories are not without nuances, gaps, and contentions. The OMB standards have been criticized for failing to “reflect the increasing diversity” of the U.S. For example, sociologist Dr. Neda Maghbouleh has studied the limitations of categorizing Middle Eastern and North African Americans as white, finding the hypervisibility of Middle Easterners in the US results in disparate treatment from other white individuals. As another example, research has shown that aggregating distinct communities of Asian Americans into one category fails to capture the diversity within the category and the substantial health disparities depending on subcategories.

Another persistent issue is the challenge of capturing complete information for individuals who identify as more than one race or ethnicity, or “multiracial,” particularly when third-parties are selecting categories for individuals. More nuanced identity criteria, through self-identification, such as skin tone and linguistics, are not captured in the OMB categories. Additionally, perceived racial and ethnic identity may vary from an individual’s actual identification and can lead to racial misclassifications.

A particularly unique issue relates to the intersection of race and Tribal citizenship. Although American Indians and Alaska Natives are considered a racial/ethnic group, Tribal membership is a political classification established by Tribal citizenship law and policy and recognized under federal law. These distinctions are nuanced, and identification preferences vary. For example, not all American Indians and Alaska Natives are enrolled citizens of a Tribe. In addition, disaggregated public health data that distinguishes the race and ethnicity classifications of American Indians and Alaska Natives, very rarely identifies the political classification of Tribal citizenship. Often, racial/ethnic identification as an American Indian or Alaska Native is done by self-identification, like in US Census data. Additionally, an individual may be a Tribal citizen without identifying as American Indian as a racial classification.

Data quality issues persist with public health data regarding American Indians and Alaska Natives. Racial misclassification, biracial classification, and small sample sizes are pervasive data collection issues. Public health data does not capture the nuances with Tribal citizens living on, near, and far
from Tribal lands. American Indians and Alaska Natives also receive care across Tribal, federal, and state providers, making data collection systems particularly complex.

Finally, racial and ethnic categorizations do not capture intersectionalities in identity. Gender, sexual orientation, educational attainment, and other identities, characteristics, and experiences can be associated with health inequities on their own. In combination, intersectional identities can be associated with unique health inequities or exacerbate existing ones.

Overly broad or inaccurate categorization of race and ethnicity can influence health outcomes and ignore many leading drivers of health inequities. Importantly, OMB’s broad categorizations create a floor, not a ceiling, for public health surveillance. In June 2022, the White House announced that it would be undergoing a formal review and revision of the OMB race and ethnicity standards. In the meantime, as described in Section 3, states have the authority to capture more nuanced information to advance their public health goals.

**Tribal Authority**

Tribes are sovereign governments with a nation-to-nation relationship with the United States and government-to-government relationship with states, locals, and other Tribes. There are 574 federally recognized Tribes. Tribal inherent sovereignty includes the authority and responsibility of any nation-states, which includes a duty to protect and promote the public’s health. Although European colonization and the founding of the United States has disrupted the exercise of Tribal jurisdiction, in areas of public health, Tribes retain their authority at the exclusion of state governments.

Tribal inherent public health authority includes, but is not limited to, communicable disease prevention and control through isolation and quarantine, tobacco cessation and environmental health programming, conducting case investigations, and contact tracing, dispensing and distributing vaccines, and public health surveillance. Many Tribes engage in systematic public health data collection or work with partners, such as Tribal Epidemiology Centers (TECs), to conduct surveillance work. Tribes also regularly enter into data sharing agreements to facilitate data access with other governments (see Section 5).

**The Privacy Landscape**

**State and Tribal Privacy Laws**

The privacy landscape in which today’s health department finds itself is an ever-growing body of privacy laws. The constitutions of Alaska, Arizona, California, Florida, Hawaii, Illinois, Louisiana, Montana, New Hampshire, South Carolina, and Washington include an express right to privacy, although the specific rights vary in scope. In some states, the protection is similar to the Fourth Amendment’s protection against unreasonable
searches and seizures and protects against unreasonable intrusions on privacy. In Montana and Hawaii, the state can only collect, use, or disclose personal information to advance a substantial government interest.

A common element of privacy laws is to require consent from the individual or the individual’s authorized personal representative prior to using or disclosing the individual’s information. In a reflection of the need to balance privacy with the public good, privacy laws generally include different exceptions to the required consent or authorization for research, judicial proceedings, mandatory reporting of child abuse and neglect, and public health.

By statute or rule, every state regulates how the information in disease reports can be used and with whom it can be shared. No state prohibits its health department from disseminating de-identified data amassed from reported diseases. Yet the standards for determining when public health data is anonymous enough to be disseminated vary by state and are rarely harmonized with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) de-identification standard (see Section 4). For example, disclosure in some states usually occurs in a way that “no person can be identified,” while in others disclosures must occur “without linking the information disclosed to the individual.” In contrast, a few jurisdictions allow communicable disease information to be released to further public health even if the release discloses an individual’s identity. New Jersey expressly allows data to be released for statistical and epidemiologic purposes. New Jersey law also specifically requires disclosure of demographic data related to COVID-19 to the public that includes race and ethnicity, even at the county and municipal level. Additionally, five states currently have comprehensive consumer privacy protection laws: California; Colorado; Connecticut; Virginia; and Utah. Although not specific to health data, these privacy protection laws are often broad enough to cover certain types of health data.

Many Tribes have health privacy laws or research codes that can implicate state and local governmental public health surveillance efforts. While the jurisdictional landscape on the application of Tribal law and policy is complex, state and local governments recognize and respect Tribal sovereignty through Tribal consultation and data sharing agreements, discussed in more detail in Section 5.

HIPAA

A variety of federal laws govern the privacy of health-related data including: Medicaid, Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act (FERPA), 42 CFR Part 2, Assurances of Confidentiality, Privacy Act, and Women, Infants, & Children (WIC) confidentiality. This handbook focuses primarily on the HIPAA. Since 2003, HIPAA has provided a legal framework that accentuates confidentiality of health information. Because HIPAA is referenced in several sections within this handbook, we provide a basic overview of HIPAA in the context of data collection and dissemination.
HIPAA covers three types of entities – health plans, health care clearinghouses, and health care providers – who transmit protected health information (PHI – the identifiable health data HIPAA protects) in electronic form regarding a HIPAA-covered transaction. Such transactions include health care claims or equivalent encounter information, health care payment and remittance advice, coordination of benefits, etc. HIPAA’s rules also apply to business associates, broadly defined as persons or entities handling PHI on behalf of the covered entity.

Covered entities are subject to both the HIPAA Privacy Rule and HIPAA Security Rule. These covered entities must safeguard PHI against improper use or disclosure. The HIPAA Privacy Rule generally requires a covered entity to obtain written authorization from the individual prior to use or disclosure of the individual’s PHI. However, the Rule permits uses and disclosures of PHI absent written authorization in several circumstances, including: where required by law; for health care treatment, payment, or operations; to a health oversight agency; and to a public health authority authorized to receive the information. Finally, a covered entity that is also a public health authority is permitted to use PHI in all instances in which it would be permitted to disclose PHI to a public health authority.
Data Collection and Privacy

Immunization Reporting

Not all jurisdictions require reporting of vaccination data to the health department or immunization registry. Even when states mandate reporting of vaccinations to the health department, the mandate may not apply to all vaccinations. Many immunization registries were created to track childhood, and not adult, immunizations.

Our review of 10 states did not find consistent mandates for collecting and reporting race and ethnicity in immunization data. For example, California requires that gender be reported with immunization information but does not specify the same for race and ethnicity data. Indeed, race and ethnicity in vaccination data is often lacking. Regarding COVID-19 vaccination data, 91% of jurisdictions indicated there were barriers to the collection of complete race and ethnicity data.

Like all registries, immunization registries established by state law have provisions that restrict the use and disclosure of the records and information contained within the registry. For example, New York’s statewide immunization tracking system makes the information in its immunization registry, as well as a separate New York City registry, “confidential except as necessary to carry out” the registry’s specified purposes. Proper uses of de-identified information include epidemiological studies and disease control. Thus, in New York, immunization data can be released to researchers or the public for communicating the state’s response to a particular threat, or publicly disseminated as part of the state’s epidemic response.

Death Records

There are 57 registrars of vital statistics in the United States – one for every state and territory, and one for the cities of New York and Washington, DC. Each registrar requires deaths to be reported electronically and uses a form modeled on the US Standard Certificate of Death (model form). The legislatures of Nebraska, Nevada, and Ohio have directed their states’ registrars to use the model form. The laws of the other states the Network for Public Health Law reviewed allowed their registrars to dictate the form and manner of death reporting. Whether specifically directed to do so by its legislature or vested with the discretion to choose how deaths are reported, all state registrars are collecting the data specified on the model form. The model form goes further than OMB’s Directive No. 15, discussed above, and includes additional race and ethnicity categories.

While the actual restrictions differ, there are statutes or rules for every Registrar of Vital Statistics governing the release of death certificates and information contained in death certificates. Although a decedent’s right of privacy may be diminished, death certificates reveal information about cause of death and about living persons connected to the decedent. State laws, however, generally allow the release of de-identified death data to researchers. They also allow death statistics to be shared with other agencies that need them for official purposes.
Section 3.

Current Law Permits the Collection of Race and Ethnicity Data while Opportunities Exist to go Further
The law allows state and local public health departments to collect race and ethnicity data. Despite some misperceptions or conservative interpretations, we consistently found in our research, and in consultations with experts to inform this handbook, that the law does not impede health departments from collecting this data.\textsuperscript{125} For example, in a recent Council of State and Territorial Epidemiologists (CSTE) report, only 5\% of health departments identified the law as a barrier to collecting race and ethnicity data.\textsuperscript{126} Indeed, the main barriers to consistently collecting these data – patient hesitance to disclose, provider non-reporting, and technological issues – are non-legal in nature.\textsuperscript{127} The law, however, can facilitate more consistent and complete collection of race and ethnicity data. This section dispels misperceptions around Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and provides several examples of current laws that facilitate collecting disaggregated data. In addition, this section identifies opportunities where law can address barriers to data collection, such as incentivizing providers to collect and report race and ethnicity data.

Current Law Permits the Collection of Race and Ethnicity Data
Federal, state, and local law allow health departments to collect race and ethnicity data. HIPAA permits public health data collection, despite some perceptions to the contrary. In addition, the Office of the National Coordinator’s (ONC) information blocking rule supports public health data collection. Some states have passed laws to require collection and reporting of race and ethnicity data that goes far beyond the Office of Management and Budget’s (OMB) limited categories. Finally, state and local governments can use executive power to facilitate collecting disaggregated data. In fact, the COVID-19 pandemic resulted in the widespread use of executive authority to collect such data.

HIPAA Allows Public Health Data Collection
HIPAA is not a barrier to public health data collection, and indeed permits disclosure of identifiable data to public health departments. HIPAA is sometimes cited as a legal reason that protected health information (PHI) may not be disclosed to a public health department. For example, HIPAA

The main barriers to consistently reporting race and ethnicity data – patient hesitance to disclose, provider non-reporting, and technological issues – are non-legal in nature.
may be cited as a reason why a mandated data reporter – such as a health care provider or laboratory – cannot disclose identifiable disease-related information to a health department. This is inaccurate.

As discussed in Section 2 above, HIPAA generally requires an individual’s written authorization to share their PHI. However, HIPAA contains a specific exception to its authorization requirement that allows covered entities to disclose PHI to public health authorities for public health purposes. Public health authorities include federal, state, local, territorial, and Tribal government agencies that are responsible for public health as part of their official mandate. It is important to note that HIPAA’s public health exception allows, but does not require, uses and disclosures of PHI for public health purposes.

HIPAA’s public health exception limits disclosure of PHI to the “minimum necessary” for the intended public health purpose. In determining compliance with the minimum necessary rule, HIPAA covered entities may rely on the public health authority’s representation that the information requested is the minimum necessary for public health purposes. This means that a health department’s determination that disease or other public health reporting must include race and ethnicity data is sufficient to satisfy HIPAA’s minimum necessary rule.

In many cases, reporting data to health departments is mandated by law. Where reporting to a health department is required by another law or regulation, HIPAA’s “as required by law” exception would apply. The minimum necessary rule does not apply to disclosures of PHI that are required by law.

Thus, HIPAA is simply not a legal barrier to public health data collection, including race and ethnicity data. HIPAA’s public health exception allows the use or disclosure of PHI to public health authorities. Health departments should educate providers and other data reporters on this misperception when it arises.

**Federal Information Blocking Rule Supports Public Health Data Collection**

The 21st Century Cures Act, among other things, sought to discourage what is known as “information blocking.” The law defines information blocking as a practice that is likely to interfere with, prevent, or materially discourage access, exchange, or use of electronic health information. To violate the law, the person or entity engaging in the practice must know or should know that the practice is likely to discourage access, exchange, or use of electronic health information. The act directed the Secretary of HHS to identify reasonable and necessary activities that do not constitute information blocking.

In 2020, the Office of the National Coordinator (ONC) – the federal agency tasked with information blocking rulemaking – issued a final rule. The rule applies to health care providers, certified health information technology...
(IT) developers, and health information exchanges and networks. The rule provides a number of exceptions (essentially safe harbors) where a covered entity will not be engaged in information blocking.

The information blocking rule is intended to counter the overly conservative approach to data sharing and HIPAA compliance. Importantly, ONC has issued guidance that a healthcare provider who fails to report data electronically to a public health agency as required or authorized by law may be engaged in impermissible information blocking. Thus, a public health department may point to the information blocking rule and ONC’s guidance to encourage reporting of identifiable health information, including race and ethnicity, needed for public health purposes. A health department may also point out or even utilize the law’s enforcement mechanism.

Use of State Law and Executive Powers to Aid Public Health’s Collection of Race and Ethnicity Data

State law, as well as executive action, can be used to collect race and ethnicity data across government programs and the healthcare industry. Some states, such as Oregon and Washington, have passed legislation to collect data that reflects the diversity of their populations. During the COVID-19 pandemic, states and local governments used executive authority to require race and ethnicity data collection and reporting. This section highlights a few examples of states and local governments using the law to collect more robust race and ethnicity data.

State Laws that Facilitate Robust Race and Ethnicity Data Collection

Oregon is an example of a state that enacted legislation requiring collection and reporting of race and ethnicity data that goes far beyond OMB’s categories (discussed in Section 2). In its 2012 State of Equity Report, the Oregon Department of Human Services (ODHS) and the Oregon Health Authority (OHA) identified a need for more robust race and ethnicity data. In 2013, the state legislature passed the Race, Ethnicity, Language, and Disability (REALD) data collection law, which required the two departments to develop data collection standards with input from community stakeholders facilitated by Oregon’s Office of Equity and Inclusion (OEI). The legislation also required that all ODHS and OHA programs collect data biannually and allow residents to select more than one race. ODHS, OHA, and OEI developed race and ethnicity categories to reflect Oregon’s population, which include 39 different categories (in contrast to OMB’s 7). Questions must be asked in an open-ended format. In addition, the agencies developed a number of resources aimed at educating providers and the public regarding the importance of race, ethnicity, and other demographics to identify and equitably serve the needs of Oregon’s communities. In 2020, the state passed a law requiring health care providers to collect REALD information at all health care encounters related to COVID-19 and to share this information with OHA.
Washington is an example of a state that has utilized its existing authority
to require more complete reporting of race and ethnicity data. The Washington
Department of Public Health recently passed a regulation, effective January
1, 2023, that requires health care providers and facilities to report race,
ethnicity, and preferred language when ordering a laboratory test for a
reportable condition or submitting a case report. While ethnicity focuses
simply on Hispanic, Latino/a/x or non-Hispanic, Latino/a/x, the regulation
contains 71 racial categories and requires that patients be allowed to self-
identify. Providers must report each race identified.152

Use of Executive Authority to Collect Race and Ethnicity Data During
COVID-19

Governors serve as a state’s chief executive with responsibility for
implementing state laws and overseeing the executive branch’s operations.153
Authority to issue executive orders comes from each state’s constitution
and statutes, as well as case law. Executive orders are used, among other
things, to trigger emergency powers, create advisory and investigative
commissions, and address management and administrative issues within
the executive branch of state government.154 In the first four months of the
pandemic, every governor used this authority to issue more than 2,000
executive and state agency orders.155 Some orders required increased data
sharing with health departments. For example, Governor Ducey of Arizona
required all licensed hospitals to report race and ethnicity data, among other
demographics, for COVID-19 cases.156

During the COVID-19 pandemic, some states and local governments
also used their public health authority to issue orders requiring race and
ethnicity data to be collected and reported. For example, Colorado issued
an order requiring COVID-19 vaccine providers to ask patients their race
and ethnicity and provided the minimum race and ethnicity categories to
be used.157 At the local level, the city of Chicago’s Commissioner of Health
ordered all health care providers to report demographic data, including
race and ethnicity, for any COVID-19 testing, vaccinations, clinical care,
or treatment.158 Similarly, the health officer for the city and county of San
Francisco ordered that hospitals electronically share certain information
on COVID-19 patients, including race and ethnicity data.159

Despite these examples, using executive authority has limitations.
For instance, executive orders issued in response to an emergency are
generally temporary. Executive orders may be amended or repealed without
the same process required in law or rulemaking. The lack of process
required may make executive orders more vulnerable to legal challenges.
As a result, executive and public health orders are likely best used to bolster
data collection efforts for a particular public health issue, such as COVID-19,
where immediate action is needed. Legal efforts to improve data collection
more generally are better resolved through law, rule, or policy implementing
a law or rule (Figure 3).
Opportunities to Utilize the Law to Address Data Collection Barriers

As described above, our research and consultations to inform this handbook did not find the law itself to be a barrier to collecting race and ethnicity data. Rather, it is non-legal barriers that complicate the public health data collection landscape, especially when it comes to race and ethnicity data. This subsection will explore the non-legal barriers to health departments’ consistent collection of race and ethnicity data and discuss opportunities and strategies for the law to help address these barriers.

The Non-Legal Barriers to Collection of Race and Ethnicity in Public Health Datasets

The barriers to collecting race and ethnicity data are generally non-legal, meaning that the law does not prevent data collection. In CSTE’s recent report on collecting race and ethnicity data during the COVID-19 pandemic, state health departments identified several barriers, including:

- Patient hesitance to provide their race and ethnicity at the point of collection;
- Data reporters not providing the data;
- Information system limitations;
- Insufficient guidance, requirements, or standards for data collection and coding; and
- Limited resources or staffing at the public health department.\(^{160}\)

The two largest barriers health departments identified were the hesitancy of patients to disclose this information about themselves and the failure of providers to report it.\(^{161}\) These themes also came through in our expert consultations. Patient hesitance to disclose may be due in part to a history of mistrust in health systems and government reporting among some minority groups. Providers are not collecting or reporting data for a variety of reasons, including lack of training and education, as well as patient hesitance to disclose.\(^{162}\)

The fact that data collection occurs largely outside of public health departments (i.e., at the provider, hospital, or laboratory level) is a challenge to the consistent collection of quality data.\(^{163}\) Many provider electronic health record (EHR) systems and public health data systems do not allow for selection of more than one race or ethnicity, which significantly underrepresents multiracial and multiethnic identities. Selection of multiple races may result in an individual being reported as “other,” which is not useful information for health departments. Additionally, not all race and ethnicity categories across EHRs and public health data systems are the same, meaning that data are not transmitted in a standardized fashion. An individual’s identification with race and ethnicity categories may change over time or depend on how these categories are presented. All of this leads to inconsistent data and persistent data quality issues.\(^{164}\)
Furthermore, technical issues and lack of interoperability among data systems is widespread\(^{165}\) and are not limited to reporting entities. Silos within health departments, and government more generally, are common and result in different public health programs utilizing different data systems and, sometimes, different vendors.\(^{166}\) Finally, governmental leadership and funding shape public health surveillance policy. Chronic underfunding of the public health infrastructure and technology exacerbates many of the barriers to consistent and quality public health reporting and data collection at a systems level.\(^{167}\) Without adequate funding and resources to comprehensively address these barriers, many health departments will continue to struggle to consistently collect quality race and ethnicity data across programs.\(^{168}\)

Opportunities and Strategies for Using the Law to Address Data Collection Barriers

Opportunities exist to use the law to address the non-legal data collection barriers.\(^{169}\) To be sure, what works in one jurisdiction may not work in another. Strategies, legal and otherwise, should be tailored to the unique needs of each jurisdiction while also supporting the ability to analyze data and identify trends at the local, state, and national levels. This work must also include community voices and stakeholders as co-contributors. With this in mind, this section identifies and discusses the following opportunities and strategies for the law to address data collection barriers:

- Utilizing existing legal authority, states should take steps to collect more complete race and ethnicity data across public health programs.
- States can explore whether to explicitly mandate, through statute or administrative rule, reporting of race and ethnicity data.
- States can also explore whether to adopt penalty structures for failure to report such data.
- The federal government can do more to mandate provider\(^{170}\) reporting to public health and tie financial incentives to such reporting.
- OMB can expand its race and ethnicity categories. Doing so would expand the floor of race and ethnicity categories that are used in data systems across the country.
- Congress should consider codifying requirements and providing sustainable funding – beyond what has been allocated to date – for creating and maintaining a modern, robust, and interoperable public health data infrastructure at all levels of government.

State Level Strategies to Facilitate Data Collection

As we have demonstrated, the law allows state and local health departments to collect race and ethnicity data,\(^{171}\) and many already require this data to be reported. But health departments report that consistent collection of
race and ethnicity data is a challenge and that this data is not consistently received. There are several strategies states can consider to address these deficiencies.

First, states have the authority to expand their race and ethnicity categories beyond the CDC or HHS required categories to better reflect their jurisdiction’s communities. State and local health departments can typically determine what data elements must be reported. Utilizing existing legal authority, states should take steps to collect more complete race and ethnicity data across public health programs.

Second, health departments should consider adopting rules explicitly requiring reporting of race and ethnicity data that would include both an implementation and enforcement component. At the same time, health departments should be cautious of memorializing in law or rule specific race and ethnicity categories because it may limit flexibility to make future updates to better reflect a jurisdiction’s changing community.

Third, to the extent not already in place, health departments should adopt penalties for failure to report required information such as race and ethnicity. As discussed above, compliance with public health reporting requirements is inconsistent for a variety of reasons. In some states, such as New Jersey and New York, failing to report diseases in the form required by the health department can result in a provider or laboratory being fined. In addition, providers may be subject to disciplinary action against their professional license for failing to submit reports to a health department as provided in law. While legal penalties may seldom be pursued, the threat of penalty for failure to provide legally mandated data strengthens and reinforces public health outreach and education efforts and can be cited when a data reporter believes (often mistakenly) that identifiable data cannot be shared with a health department.

Fourth, state and local health departments should develop materials to educate providers on the applicable legal authority and the importance of collecting race and ethnicity data. The lack of enforcement or education on reporting requirements may result in providers viewing them as suggested rather than required. Oregon and Washington state are examples of state-wide efforts to develop and implement inclusive race and ethnicity categories. In implementing its law, Oregon has developed robust provider and public education around the questions asked and the importance of collecting this data.

Federal Strategies to Encourage and Facilitate Data Collection

The federal government is in a position to provide nationwide leadership to improve the collection of race and ethnicity data through rulemaking, guidance, outreach, education, and so on – and to provide stakeholders with a clear vision and guidance, as well as technical and financial assistance. The federal government’s role in data collection is essential because of
its role in administering health care programs (Medicare and Medicaid), providing care (Veterans’ Administration and Indian Health Service), and administering a variety of public health data sets.\textsuperscript{183}

\textbf{First, to assist state and local health departments with collecting race and ethnicity data, the federal government can do more to encourage or even require provider reporting to health departments.} Such strategies are already underway, although not universally applicable or required. For example, the Affordable Care Act requires that any federally conducted or supported health care or public health program, activity or survey collects and reports, \textit{to the extent practicable}, certain demographic data, including race and ethnicity, to inform health disparities.\textsuperscript{184} As described in Section \textbf{2} above, such data is not universally collected or reported.\textsuperscript{185}

In November 2021, Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) released a final rule making updates to its Medicare payment policies.\textsuperscript{186} Among the changes adopted, CMS announced that providers treating Medicare patients would be required to share disease and immunization data with health departments. While not all public health data is included in the new policy, CMS will increase reimbursement for providers who report optional data to public health, such as syndromic surveillance.\textsuperscript{187} In July 2022, CMS announced that it would be implementing software changes to enrollment and payment systems for Medicare Advantage and Medicare Prescription Drug programs to add race and ethnicity data fields. While there is room for improvement, the race and ethnicity data fields CMS will use go beyond OMB’s required categories.\textsuperscript{188}

\textbf{In future updates, CMS should expand the data it requires to be reported to public health departments and provide additional reporting incentives. Data reporting requirements or incentives should include race and ethnicity data.} CMS is also in a unique position to educate Medicare and Medicaid providers on the importance of collecting race and ethnicity data to achieve health equity and to assess the success of policy interventions. In addition to health care provider requirements and incentives, the federal government should also incentivize or require other data reporters – such as laboratories – to collect and report race and ethnicity data to health departments. Indeed, federal leadership – among HHS, ONC, and the federal government more generally – can likely help to resolve some of the race and ethnicity data collection barriers discussed above.\textsuperscript{189}

\textbf{Second, another significant action the federal government can take to assist states in collecting more complete race and ethnicity data is to expand OMB’s race and ethnicity categories.} As discussed in Section \textbf{2} above, states are generally not required to utilize OMB’s race and ethnicity categories. But since HHS requests reporting consistent with OMB standards, the result is that OMB’s categories tend to be used as a baseline for collecting race and ethnicity data at the state and local levels. This issue may be resolved with OMB’s formal review and revision of Directive No.15. The review and revision was announced in June 2022, with a stated goal
of completing revisions to OMB’s race and ethnicity categories by summer 2024. An expansion of OMB’s categories would also be a step toward more unified race and ethnicity categories across the federal government.

Third, Congress should consider codifying requirements and providing sustainable funding for creating and maintaining a modern, robust, and interoperable public health data infrastructure at all levels of government. Here too, efforts are already underway. A stated goal of the current data modernization initiative (DMI) is to have a foundation for public health data sharing at all levels, including “shared analysis capabilities to rapidly identify trends within and across jurisdictions, including race/ethnicity-specific trends and risk factors.” A robust, interoperable public health data infrastructure that includes race and ethnicity data will help state and local health departments access and analyze such data to identify racial and health disparities, address and evaluate health equity interventions, and understand how people experience inequity and discrimination.

Funding to create and sustain such infrastructure is critical to public health’s success. Indeed, the CDC readily acknowledges that modernization is not a one-time event. In 2020, CDC received $50 million dedicated to data modernization. This annual appropriation was increased to $100 million in 2022. The Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security (CARES) Act provided CDC with $500 million specifically for DMI. Finally, the American Rescue Plan provided another $300 million for DMI. While significant, this funding is far short of current DMI funding estimates – ranging from $7.84 billion over five years to $36.7 billion over ten years – and sustained funding is not guaranteed. However, sustainable funding is needed to ensure that the nation’s public health data infrastructure bolsters and supports public health at all levels – today and for the foreseeable future.
Section 4.
Public Dissemination of Disaggregated Data: The Crossroads of Transparency and Privacy
Public dissemination of disaggregated data plays an important role in advancing health equity; however, without adequate controls to manage re-identification risks, dissemination has the potential to actually harm members of underrepresented communities. This section focuses on the central legal tension in disseminating disaggregated data: (1) the public’s right to access public data; and (2) the individual’s right to privacy.

The section explores open access to government data, particularly in the context of freedom of information laws, as well as the risks of re-identification in disaggregated data. The section further provides examples of how the law has been used to enhance dissemination of disaggregated data through legislative and executive action.

Government Transparency Laws: Legal Facilitators to Dissemination of Disaggregated Data

Freedom of information laws – sometimes referred to as sunshine laws – require access to any public record upon the request of any person, unless an exception or exemption applies.197

New York Times v. CDC

In the early days of the COVID-19 pandemic, the New York Times made a request under the federal Freedom of Information Act (FOIA) seeking data showing the impact of COVID-19 on low-income and minority communities.198 The Centers for Disease Control & Prevention (CDC) initially denied the request but, after the newspaper filed a lawsuit against the agency, CDC provided county-level data on cases across 974 counties.199 The data provided a detailed look at almost 1.5 million infected individuals and led to a staggering conclusion, published on the front page of the New York Times on July 6, 2020: “Black and Latino people have been disproportionately affected by the coronavirus in a widespread manner that spans the country, throughout hundreds of counties in urban, suburban and rural areas, and across all age groups.”200

Although there was significant and justifiable opposition to the release of identifiable information from state, Tribal, local and territorial health departments, the New York Times case illustrates how the availability of disaggregated data to the public through freedom of information requests plays a crucial role in revealing health inequities. It further shows the
role of freedom of information requests in government accountability and transparency. Freedom of information requests and lawsuits have prompted CDC to expand data that is open to all, stating in a letter to state and territorial epidemiologists on August 28, 2020:

[i]t has become clear, from the numerous inquiries and Freedom of Information Act requests, that the current public use dataset is insufficient to meet the public’s legitimate interest in data about the pandemic. In response, CDC has worked to create an updated, deidentified public use dataset\(^\text{201}\) that includes more information, while fulfilling CDC’s vital obligation to safeguard the privacy of personally identifiable information (PII).\(^\text{202}\)

For this de-identified dataset, there was a need for negotiations with jurisdictions regarding the level of data that could be released in order to reduce the risk of re-identification. It is important that processes like this take place in similar situations. With adequate controls to limit re-identification risks, freedom of information laws present the opportunity to provide actionable data to community members to disrupt the transmission or impact of a public health event that may cause morbidity or mortality.

**Freedom of Information Laws**

Every state has a statute similar to the federal FOIA,\(^\text{203}\) which mandates, with few specific exceptions, that public records be provided, in short order, to anyone requesting them.\(^\text{204}\) State FOIA laws reflect a strong public policy in favor of transparency in government and open public records to public inspection.\(^\text{205}\) These laws generally presume that all public records are subject to public inspection. Although framed as public records laws, their coverage extends to publicly-held data, which is universally considered to be “records” when interpreting freedom of information laws.

California, Louisiana, Montana, New Hampshire, and North Dakota expressly include the public’s right to access government records in their state constitutions.\(^\text{206}\) In California, for example, voters amended the state constitution through a ballot initiative in 2004 to include a right of access to government records.\(^\text{207}\)

As the following examples illustrate, state freedom of information laws differ slightly in exactly what they exempt from disclosure, but generally include privacy-related exemptions (see Table 5).
Because government data is presumptively public, government agencies seeking to withhold data in response to a FOIA request bear the burden of establishing that the disclosure is subject to an exception found within the relevant freedom of information law.

Where there is a measurable risk of re-identification, public health attorneys and practitioners should consider exemptions which are commonly applied to withhold identifiable public health data. These include exemptions for private information, personal information the release of which would constitute a clearly unwarranted invasion of privacy, and information not subject to disclosure under another law. If a FOIA request is denied, most states require a response in writing that clearly articulates the reasons for the denial, including the factual basis supporting the application of any exemption or exception the government claims. Thus, it is important for public health attorneys and practitioners to be familiar with the exemptions in their jurisdiction’s freedom of information law. If no exemption applies, public policy requires that the information be released on request.

**FOIA FAQ**

**Question:** How should a local or state health department handle a FOIA request for data that is protected by a privacy law?

**Answer:** Whether data protected by privacy law is subject to disclosure under a freedom of information law requires careful legal analysis. Public health attorneys and practitioners in such situations should determine whether an exception or exemption under their jurisdiction’s freedom of information law may be applied. In 2020, an Illinois appellate court faced with such a question held that ZIP codes derived from mental health records were protected health information (PHI) barred from disclosure under a state mental health privacy law. Therefore, they were not subject to disclosure under the state’s freedom of information law that exempted information prohibited from release by another law.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Jurisdiction</th>
<th>Examples of records not required to be released²⁰⁸</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ohio</td>
<td>- Medical records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Information prohibited from release by other law²⁰⁹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nebraska</td>
<td>- Medical records</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Data submitted to Nebraska’s prescription drug monitoring program²¹⁰</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tennessee</td>
<td>- Individually identifiable health information collected, created, or prepared by the department of health²¹¹</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New York</td>
<td>- Records which “if disclosed would constitute an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy”²¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Illinois</td>
<td>- Information that is barred from disclosure by federal or state law</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Private information, including unique identifiers and medical records²¹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- Information that is “highly personal or objectionable to a reasonable person and in which the subject’s right to privacy outweighs any legitimate public interest in obtaining the information”²¹⁴</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>California</td>
<td>- Records, if the public agency can show the public interest in disclosing the particular records to the public is outweighed by a public interest in not disclosing the records²¹⁵</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Risks of Re-identification

The risk of re-identification has been described as “the ability for an interested adversary to use reasonable effort to match details in the de-identified dataset to distinct persons sufficiently to contact them.”\(^{219}\) Said differently, re-identification is the ability to use data from a de-identified dataset to identify individuals. Whether disaggregated data may be disseminated publicly is often a question of whether, and to what extent, the data presents a risk of re-identification of individuals who are the subject of the data. Thus, we turn now to an analysis of the risk of re-identification in disaggregated data.

De-identification of Data

We start our analysis of re-identification risks by discussing de-identification. De-identified datasets have not traditionally presented privacy concerns and have been disseminated with far greater ease and frequency than those that include identifiers. Data that is properly de-identified generally will not meet an unwarranted invasion of personal privacy standard for FOIA purposes, as an example.

The Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act’s (HIPAA) Privacy Rule allows two methods for de-identifying protected health information:\(^{220,221}\)

1. First is HIPAA’s expert determination method.\(^{222}\) A covered entity can use an appropriate expert familiar with generally accepted statistical and scientific principles and methods for rendering information not individually identifiable to determine that there is no more than a “very small” risk of re-identification. This expert may be someone with appropriate qualifications on staff within the agency.

2. Second is HIPAA’s “Safe Harbor” provision,\(^{223}\) which requires removal of 18 specified identifiers (see Table 6 below), including date information more specific than the year and geography data smaller than a state (with an exception allowing for most 3-digit ZIP codes with populations of at least 20,000 individuals).\(^{224}\) Other demographic information, including race and ethnicity, gender identity, marital status, and ages in years up to age 89, are not included in the 18 identifiers that must be removed.\(^{225}\) In addition to removing the 18 identifiers, the covered entity must not have actual knowledge that any remaining information could be used alone or in combination with other information to identify an individual.\(^{226}\)
### TABLE 6: IDENTIFIERS TO BE REMOVED UNDER HIPAA'S SAFE HARBOR DE-IDENTIFICATION METHOD

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Column</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A</td>
<td>Names</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>All geographic subdivisions smaller than a state, except for the initial three digits of a ZIP code in limited circumstances</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C</td>
<td>All elements of dates (except year) for dates directly related to an individual</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D</td>
<td>Telephone numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E</td>
<td>Fax numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F</td>
<td>Electronic mail addresses</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G</td>
<td>Social security numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H</td>
<td>Medical record numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I</td>
<td>Health plan beneficiary numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>J</td>
<td>Account numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K</td>
<td>Certificate/license numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>L</td>
<td>Vehicle identifiers and serial numbers, including license plate numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M</td>
<td>Device identifiers and serial numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>N</td>
<td>Web Universal Resource Locators (URLs)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>O</td>
<td>Internet Protocol (IP) address numbers</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>P</td>
<td>Biometric identifiers, including finger and voice prints</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Q</td>
<td>Full face photographic images and any comparable images</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>Other unique identifying number, characteristic, or code</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Although not all data, nor even all health data, is PHI subject to HIPAA, expert determination and the Safe Harbor provide methods of de-identification that can be, and frequently are, applied outside the context of HIPAA.

In particular, the Safe Harbor method presents a black-letter-law approach that can be uniformly applied to different datasets by someone without expert training in statistical methods. Thus, where other laws are often silent as to exactly what constitutes de-identified data, the Safe Harbor and expert determination methods are models that may be used or adapted.

The use of HIPAA’s de-identification standards presents certain drawbacks, however. The expert determination method is complex, requiring a qualified expert to apply scientific methods. The Safe Harbor method can be overly harsh because it requires removal of important dates and geographic details. Some of the data that is legally and routinely made available on public health data portals would not pass muster under the Safe Harbor method because of a tendency and need to include geographic subdivisions such as counties, ZIP codes, or census tracts. This has been illustrated throughout the COVID-19 pandemic as health departments, employing hyper-focused interventions to inform and protect the communities they serve, have made publicly available rates of infections, deaths, and vaccinations at the community level, including 5-digit ZIP Codes. In addition, the federal government requests reporting of line level data from state and local health departments that contain some of the 18 variables referenced in the Safe Harbor method.
Risk of Re-identification from Disaggregated Data

Although race and ethnicity are not direct identifiers, they can be thought of as quasi-identifiers, owing to the potentially significant increase in risk of re-identification. Quasi-identifier data elements like race and ethnicity are not designated for exclusion by the Safe Harbor method, even though they can provide additional information which, when used in combination, can increase the risk of re-identification for individuals in the dataset (Figure 4). Such risks can be realized through linkage with demographic characteristics which are often found in external datasets and, thus, can be used to create re-identifying links to personal identifiers such as name, address, or other “directly identifying” data elements.

Re-identification risks from race and ethnicity data can vary dramatically from one state to another, and even within different areas of a state depending on the geographic distributions of racial and ethnic groups. Further, re-identification risks increase with the presence of additional quasi-identifier demographic characteristics (age, gender, marital status, etc.) in public health datasets and become greater when the data discloses areas with smaller populations. In combination with additional details, such as dates that are a matter of public record (e.g., birth or death dates) or gender, race and ethnicity can help uniquely characterize individuals within the data. When more detailed racial and ethnic categories are utilized (for example, the 39 distinct racial/ethnic categories designated under the Oregon Race, Ethnicity, Language, and Disability (REALD) law, compared to the current more limited Office of Management and Budget (OMB) Directive No. 15 racial and ethnic classifications), the potential risks of re-identification can be dramatically increased.

To make matters worse, legal minds, including judges, frequently disagree on the risk of re-identification. In a recent case, a majority of the Wisconsin Supreme Court affirmed the dismissal of a challenge to the state’s production of records listing certain businesses with two or more COVID-19 cases, opening the door to the release of the information. The chief justice, in a dissenting opinion, strongly disagreed, arguing the majority’s decision essentially sanctioned disclosure of private medical information of the individuals who had had COVID-19.

While, in practice, there may be points of disagreement among public health professionals, lawyers, and judges about potential risks of re-identification, HIPAA’s expert determination method provides a reasoned basis for responsible management of re-identification risks while balancing these risks with the need for disaggregated data. Statisticians trained in disclosure risk assessment and limitation methods can suggest possible modifications to the released data that will reduce re-identifications to acceptable thresholds while maximizing the data’s utility for the desired purposes. For example, when more detail is required regarding racial/ethnic categories, the level of detail can be reduced for other quasi-identifiers. Such trade-offs to assure very small re-identification risks might be achieved, for example, by:
Providing age groups instead of age in years,
Increasing the size of the geographic reporting units,
Collapsing certain geographic areas together, or
Selectively censoring race/ethnicity in areas where too few individuals exist to allow safe reporting (see Figure 4 for additional information on these risks).

To more readily and easily render data de-identifiable, and thereby promote dissemination of disaggregated data, state and local health departments should invest resources to:

- Recruit individuals familiar with generally accepted statistical and scientific principles and methods for rendering information not individually identifiable, and/or train appropriately qualified staff on such principles and methods.
- Train all appropriate staff on the Safe Harbor method.

Federal agencies, such as the Centers for Medicare and Medicaid Services (CMS) and CDC, should consider broadening policy to include incentives and support for training public health authority staff in statistical disclosure risk assessment and control to facilitate reporting of race and ethnicity data.

Dissemination and Privacy

The dissemination of disaggregated data is key to identifying and reducing health inequities. At the same time, failing to protect the privacy of individuals has the potential to actually harm members of underserved subpopulations or Tribal nations who may be at heightened risk of harm if their privacy is compromised. This creates a tension between the need to make available accurate and specific disaggregated data and the need to maintain the confidentiality and privacy protections of individuals whose identity could be revealed. Public health practitioners engaged in data disaggregation therefore find themselves at the crossroads of transparency and protecting the privacy of the individuals whose data is collected.

State public health reporting laws include provisions governing how the collected data may be disclosed (discussed in Section 2). Some states also have general privacy protections that may be applicable to dissemination of disaggregated data. Some emphasize the privacy interests of the people whose information has been collected and say that information cannot be released if re-identification is at all possible. Others emphasize the value of data and expressly allow the disclosure of statistical information so long as re-identification risk is sufficiently limited. Consequently, different jurisdictions may come to differing conclusions about whether and what public health data elements can be released to the public.

De-identification and Re-identification FAQ

Question: Must I remove race and ethnicity data when de-identifying PHI under HIPAA using the Safe Harbor method?

Answer: Not necessarily. The Safe Harbor method requires removal of 18 different identifiers. Race and ethnicity are not identifiers that have to be removed under the Safe Harbor method. That said, the Safe Harbor method requires that even if all 18 identifiers have been removed, the covered entity cannot have actual knowledge that the information – such as race or ethnicity – could be used alone or in combination with other information to identify an individual who is a subject of the information. Thus, even after removing all 18 identifiers, the inclusion of race and ethnicity in some instances, such as in smaller communities, or communities in which there is a small number of individuals of certain races or ethnicities, may not de-identify the data.
**FIGURE 4: RE-IDENTIFICATION RISKS: MEDIAN POPULATION UNIQUENESS**

Population uniqueness is an important measure of re-identification risk. This graph illustrates population uniqueness calculated as the proportion of people who could be potentially re-identified through their unique combination of the quasi-identifier characteristics listed under each bar. The population uniqueness is presented on a log scale, so each demarcation on the scale represents one tenth of the re-identification risk for the demarcation on the scale above it. While each quasi-identifier characteristic would not directly re-identify an individual when used on its own, combinations of the quasi-identifiers can render a person unique and, therefore, potentially re-identifiable. This graph presents the median of the population uniqueness proportions as calculated for all 50 states, plus Washington, DC and Puerto Rico for each set of “quasi-identifier” characteristics. Gender is included as a quasi-identifier for all population-uniqueness calculations presented. As the resolution for individual’s birth date information or their geographic location decreases, the population uniqueness decreases resulting in lower re-identification risks. However, as illustrated, racial disaggregation adds additional information which can render individuals unique within their locations and can substantively increase potential re-identification risks.
Myriad and complex privacy laws can have an unintended chilling effect on dissemination of data when health departments and others, concerned about violating the law, incurring potential fines, and undermining public trust that data is protected, withhold data that should otherwise be shared. Further, decisions and procedures to determine which data to share and how to de-identify or protect it use up valuable staff resources and are very difficult for staff without sufficient expertise in these areas. State and local health departments should establish clear:

- Policies and procedures on data dissemination that include explicit criteria, consistent with applicable law, for staff to reference in determining whether to grant data requests,
- Data suppression guidelines/criteria, and
- Policies and procedures on open data release.

Lawmakers should also take note of the ever-growing patchwork of public-health-related privacy law and create policy solutions that foster a more cohesive approach to data privacy.

State Privacy Laws and Public Dissemination

Some states have general privacy protections that may be applicable to dissemination of disaggregated data:

- Tennessee’s Medical Records Act\textsuperscript{239} is similar to HIPAA and creates a right to medical privacy.
- Texas also has a Medical Privacy Act that protects health information its health department possesses.\textsuperscript{240}
- Pursuant to Nebraska state law, the Nebraska Department of Health and Human Services cannot publicly disclose data that identifies anyone,\textsuperscript{241} and recipients of data are legally prohibited from intentionally re-identifying people.\textsuperscript{242}

- Similar to the federal Privacy Act,\textsuperscript{243} some states like California and New York regulate the collection and release of any type of identifying information by their state agencies.
- In California, the Information Practices Act of 1979\textsuperscript{244} bars agencies from disclosing personal information in a manner that would link the information to the person to whom it pertains.
- In New York, state agencies are prohibited from releasing identifying data by the Personal Privacy Protection Law.\textsuperscript{245}
When used correctly, the law can enhance dissemination of disaggregated data. As illustrated by the examples below, legislative powers and executive authority have been used creatively to do so:

- In 2012, then-mayor of the City of Chicago, Rahm Emanuel, issued an executive order establishing a city data portal and requiring all agencies of the city’s government to publicly post all available appropriate datasets under the agency’s control. The executive order created a single City-wide datahub and set requirements for the format of data posted on the datahub.

- In 2013, President Obama signed an executive order “advancing management of government data as an asset,” and making open and machine readable the new default for federal government information.

- President Joseph R. Biden issued an executive order on January 21, 2022, designed to improve collection and dissemination of data, including key equity indicators, to help fight COVID-19 and future high consequence public health threats. Among other things, the order required the Director of the OMB to issue guidance on “how to make data open to the public in human- and machine-readable formats as rapidly as possible.”

- On April 22, 2020, the State of New Jersey enacted a statute requiring the State’s Department of Health to publish COVID-19 hospital patient demographic data, including age, race, ethnicity and gender, on its website. The statute is significant because it requires publication of data elements by county and municipality – both of which are geographic subdivisions smaller than a state, and would typically have to be removed under HIPAA’s Safe Harbor de-identification method.

- Sixteen states have laws that mandate data be made available in open data formats. Many of these laws mandate that data be cataloged and require establishment of open data portals.

- Governments on all levels – federal, state, local and international – are increasingly establishing open data portals to make mainly de-identified datasets more freely accessible. As of this writing, the federal government’s data.gov website lists 48 states, 48 U.S. cities and counties, 53 countries and 165 international regions with open data sites.
Section 5.
Data Sharing Between Governments and Other Partners
Public access to disaggregated data is essential to effective public health practice. However, access to disaggregated – and in many instances identifiable – data by public health partners is also necessary.

While Section 4 explored legal issues in public dissemination of data, this section of the handbook explores legal issues when sharing data with partners, including among state and local health departments, Tribes, and non-government partners.

Intergovernmental data sharing between state, Tribal, local, and federal agencies supports public health programming. The type of data being shared can vary substantially to include fully identifiable, de-identified, aggregated, or disaggregated data, or a combination thereof. While a variety of federal laws implicate data sharing, Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) and state privacy laws are often the primary concerns for state and local health departments. This section considers how these privacy laws affect data sharing with local governments, Tribal governments, and other partners. See Figure 1 for additional information on the audiences for public health data sharing.

Data Sharing and Privacy Laws

As discussed above in Section 3, HIPAA’s Privacy Rule allows a covered entity to disclose protected health information (PHI) to a public authority authorized to receive the information for public health purposes. A covered entity that is also a public health authority is permitted to use PHI in all instances in which it would be permitted to disclose the information to a public health authority.

At the state level, the law varies substantially in the context of intergovernmental data sharing. Some state laws explicitly authorize the disclosure of public health data for public health purposes. States may also adopt data sharing laws specific to certain types of health information, such as communicable diseases or prescription drugs. Some states, including Indiana, have codified a mechanism for intra-agency, state-to-state and state-to-local, data sharing. Depending on the circumstances, data use agreements may facilitate data sharing and can represent a best practice. This is particularly true in states that allow data sharing for public health purposes but do not specify the agencies with which data can be shared.
When assessing whether data can be shared with another government agency, jurisdictions should consider which laws apply to the data and whether these laws explicitly or implicitly permit sharing the data.

Given gaps in COVID-19 data access, jurisdictions have implemented measures to facilitate intergovernmental data sharing. For example, President Biden’s January 2021 executive order specifically seeks to improve data sharing between the federal government and state, local, Tribal, and territorial governments.261 And, Georgia Governor Brian Kemp issued an executive order on November 20, 2020, suspending any state laws or regulations that would prohibit disclosure of individually identifiable health information to HHS.262

Although local health departments need timely and accurate data to most effectively direct public health interventions, collection of public health data is often controlled by state law, which frequently requires reporting of data to state agencies. This reporting route, from data reporters directly to state databases, can bypass LHDs and result in significant lag times for gaining access to data about its own residents. In some cases, LHDs are not permitted access to the data at all. In Illinois, for example, the state’s Controlled Substances Act requires reporting of prescription monitoring data to a central repository created by a state agency, and permits disclosure of that data to licensing bodies and law enforcement, but not to LHDs.266

LHDs wishing to more easily exchange data with partners may consider master data sharing agreements that permit ongoing data sharing through the addition of data-exchange-specific task orders or appendices. They may also consider exercising their authority to require certain data exchanges, such as through an ordinance or executive order. The Municipal Code of the City of Chicago, for example, requires any individual required to report data to a local, state, or federal agency, to also provide the data to the City’s Commissioner of Health on request, except where such disclosure would not be permitted by law.267 LHDs may also explore participating in health information exchanges and incentivizing partners to participate in such exchanges. In 2021, for example, having committed to racial justice and health equity as priorities, the County of San Diego conditioned letters of support for applicants to the state’s managed care plan procurement process on a commitment to participate in the local community information exchange (CIE)™.268
Data Sharing with Tribal Governments

Tribes are sovereign nations with public health authority for their people. Further, federal law recognizes Tribes as public health authorities under HIPAA alongside state and local health departments.\(^\text{269}\) Tribal nations have the authority and jurisdiction to engage in intergovernmental collaboration and coordination to promote public health in their communities and among their neighbors. In the context of public health surveillance and data disaggregation, there are unique considerations for state governments when working with Tribal governments.

Unfortunately, states frequently deny Tribal access to data they would otherwise make available to state and local health departments.\(^\text{270}\) State reporting systems often bypass Tribal health departments and result in delays for Tribes to access data about their residents. Like any other government, having timely access to disaggregated or identifiable information is essential for Tribes to craft appropriate public health interventions. This is particularly true given that many Tribal members may live far from Tribal lands and that race, coupled with other information such as location, is used as a proxy in lieu of Tribal membership for a specific Tribe's public health surveillance efforts. To assess community health risks for their members, Tribes may also need public health data related to all races, not just American Indians and Alaska Natives. State law and policy that hinders Tribal data sharing needs to be removed or amended and Tribes should have at least as much access as any other public health authority. State and local governments should partner with Tribes through data sharing agreements, MOUs, or other arrangements to facilitate this exchange.

State and local governments should also consider that the collection and sharing of identifiable or disaggregated data can affect Tribal sovereignty. First, the collection of race and ethnicity data is different from the collection of Tribal membership information. Following a systematic review of American Indian and Alaska Native decedents on state death certificates, Professors Small-Rodriguez and Akee found no standardized collection method for Tribal membership. This means that disaggregated data can implicate one or more Tribes without a mechanism to identify any particular Tribe. Because of this, disaggregated data may be less meaningful to Tribes than identifiable data. At the same time, Tribes have an interest and authority to respond to public health issues within their jurisdiction, including those involving non-member residents and visitors. For example, if a Tribal government is experiencing a communicable disease outbreak on Tribal lands, it is imperative that the Tribe have direct access to this data to respond quickly and efficiently.

California Data Exchange Framework

California has recently taken a novel approach to enhancing exchange of health and human services data among health care entities, government entities and social service programs. AB133, signed by California Governor Gavin Newsom on July 27, 2021, requires the California Health and Human Services Agency (CalHHS) to establish a Data Exchange Framework by July 1, 2022.\(^\text{271}\) The Framework will involve a single state-wide data use agreement and common set of policies and procedures that will require data exchange among health care entities and government agencies.\(^\text{272}\) Many California health care entities are required to sign the data use agreement by January 31, 2023.\(^\text{273}\) The law also expresses the legislature’s intent that “all state and local public health agencies will exchange electronic health information in real time with participating health care entities” to protect the public health. It also requires CalHHS to encourage county public health and social services agencies to participate in the framework.\(^\text{274}\)
Second, public health surveillance also implicates **Indigenous data sovereignty**. Indigenous data is defined as “any facts, knowledge, or information about a Native nation and its tribal citizens, lands, resources, cultures, and communities. Information ranging from demographic profiles to educational attainment rates, maps of sacred lands, songs, and social media activities.”

There is a long history of governments, researchers, and private organizations using Indigenous data to leverage their own goals at the expense of Tribal communities. Indigenous data sovereignty ensures the right of Tribes “to govern the collection, ownership, and application of their own data.” Tribes may have concerns with other governments collecting and disseminating disaggregated data that implicates their citizens, including specific collection practices where individuals identify their Tribal membership or when data is shared in a way that is interpreted to represent the entire Tribe. Thus, each Tribe needs to be able to determine if and how Tribal membership information is collected in various public health data systems.

Finally, despite the need for disaggregated data, collecting it runs the risk of re-identification, as discussed in Section 4, which can create particular harms for Tribal communities. If Tribal membership is included in data collection systems, then re-identification risks would increase.

State and local governments can be effective partners to Tribal governments when considering data disaggregation efforts. States can ensure that the collection, distribution, and presentation of Indigenous data is done in accordance with their Tribal partners. To avoid undermining Tribal public health authority and programming, states should engage in rigorous consultation with Tribes and enter into intergovernmental data sharing agreements where appropriate. The National Congress of American Indians, in collaboration with other organizations, recently offered its recommendations for state health data and disaggregation:

Consult with tribal nations on the best ways to collect and report state-level tribal data for American Indians and Alaska Natives; some tribal nations may not want tribal level data reported publicly but will want it used in local policy decisions. Data sharing agreements are needed to govern the ownership, use, and protection of tribal data.

Consultation is a formal, government-to-government process that ensures free, prior, and informed engagement with Tribes before taking actions. Through intergovernmental agreements, gubernatorial executive orders, and statutes, some states require consultation with Tribal governments. These laws vary in the substantive scope and rigor of their consultation requirements. Washington State’s intergovernmental agreement requires the state to develop consultation policies and processes.
Other states have broad consultation requirements. State agencies in Oregon\textsuperscript{279} and New Mexico,\textsuperscript{280} for example, are required to make “reasonable efforts” to collaborate with Tribes. Following consultation, states can document their updated processes via intergovernmental agreements with Tribes and Tribal Epidemiology Centers (TECs) to facilitate health data sharing. Some states have Tribal liaison offices within their agencies or have state-level commissions to work on issues involving Native American affairs.

State and local governments may also partner with Tribal-serving organizations, such as TECs and urban Indian health programs. In consultation with Tribes,\textsuperscript{281} the 12 TECs located across the country\textsuperscript{282} support public health surveillance and programming across Indian Country.\textsuperscript{283} As with Tribes, TECs are regularly denied access to important public health data.\textsuperscript{284} Importantly, federal law defines TECs as public health authorities under HIPAA, permitting covered entities to disclose PHI for their public health work.\textsuperscript{285} Likewise, there are over 40 urban Indian health programs\textsuperscript{286} housed at Urban Indian Organizations that contract with the federal government to provide direct health services and engage in public health surveillance.\textsuperscript{287}

Data Sharing with Partners

Health departments may also be a source of data for research. Data requesters include universities or non-governmental organizations that might be working in partnership with a health department or another governmental entity. To assess whether data may be shared with these entities, health departments must first examine what data is requested (i.e., is it fully identifiable, de-identified, aggregated, disaggregated, or a combination) and the purpose for the request. Next, they must assess the laws surrounding the data requested to determine if the data – in the format requested or another format – may be disclosed to the requestor. Third, assuming legal authority to share the data, health departments should assess whether the project is something it wishes to support (i.e., are there ethical or equity considerations). Finally, if a determination is made that data sharing is appropriate, health departments should strongly consider executing a data sharing or data use agreement with the requester that outlines the terms and conditions of how the data may be used and must be protected.

Section 4 addresses many of the privacy considerations a health department must assess when evaluating a research data request. For example, does state law allow data to be disclosed? In what format? Health departments should also assess whether any federal law – such as the law protecting substance use records – is applicable. If the data is covered by HIPAA, health departments must then assess the purpose for the disclosure and whether it is covered by one of HIPAA’s permitted disclosures or whether written authorization to disclose is required. One potential avenue within
HIPAA is the Privacy Rule’s permitted disclosures for research – an exception to the written authorization requirement – which permits disclosures when certain criteria are met.\(^{288}\) If data requested is for human subjects research, then Institutional Review Board (IRB) review and compliance with federal human subject research laws may be required.\(^{289}\)

Lastly, health departments must consider the request against its own internal policies and procedures.

Data Sharing Agreements

Data use or sharing agreements play an important role in dissemination of non-public data. The agreements can take many forms and can vary in formality and complexity – ranging from non-binding memoranda of understanding to complicated and legally-binding data sharing agreements. Using data sharing agreements to put terms and conditions around disclosures is a best practice, especially with non-governmental requesters, even if the law does not require it. Data sharing agreements should clearly identify the data holder(s), data recipient(s), data source, data elements, legal authority to share data, terms of the recipients use or further disclosure of data, and the safeguards in place that will protect the data from unauthorized use or disclosure. In addition, the agreement should clearly outline procedures in the event data is used or disclosed inconsistent with the agreement and whether the data must be returned or destroyed upon completion of the agreement.
Conclusion
Collection of and access to disaggregated data alone will not end inequitable health outcomes. Yet, it is an essential first step. With accurate and complete health data, policymakers can be better equipped to interpret and use data to dismantle the legal, social, political, and economic systems that create inequities in the first place.

Law underpins our existing public health surveillance systems and must be assessed when determining mechanisms to facilitate data collection, disaggregation, and dissemination. As outlined throughout this handbook, there are a variety of nuanced considerations and opportunities to both improve the collection and dissemination of race and ethnicity data in public health to inform and address inequities. Our hope is that this handbook demystifies the current legal landscape and identifies opportunities to use the law to improve data collection and dissemination.
Confidentiality
Confidentiality refers to the obligations of individuals or groups who receive or use information to respect the privacy interests of individuals who are subjects of the data.

Data Aggregation
Data aggregation refers to collecting data from multiple sources and/or on multiple measures, variables, or individuals and compiling the data into summaries or summary reports, typically for the purposes of public reporting or statistical analysis – i.e., examining trends, making comparisons, or revealing information and insights that would not be observable when data elements are viewed in isolation.

Data Disaggregation
Data disaggregation refers to the separation of compiled information into smaller units to elucidate underlying trends and patterns. Compiled data may come from multiple sources and have multiple variables or “dimensions.” To enhance understanding of a situation, the data is grouped by dimension, such as age, sex, geographic area, education, ethnicity, or other socioeconomic variables.

De-identified Data
De-identified data is data that has been subject to methods for rendering it not individually identifiable, such as the removal of personal identifiers including, but not limited to, name, address, telephone number, social security number, health identification number, and other identification numbers, thereby greatly reducing the risk of disclosure.

Ethnicity
Ethnicity is a social construct that divides people into smaller social groups based on characteristics such as shared sense of group membership, values, behavioral patterns, language, political and economic interests, history, and ancestral geographical base.

Health Inequities
Health inequities are systematic differences in the opportunities groups have to achieve optimal health, leading to unfair and avoidable differences in health outcomes. The dimensions of social identity and location that organize or “structure” differential access to opportunities for health include race and ethnicity, gender, employment and socioeconomic status, disability and immigration status, geography, and more.
Indigenous Data Sovereignty
Indigenous data is defined as “any facts, knowledge, or information about a Native nation and its tribal citizens, lands, resources, cultures, and communities. Information ranging from demographic profiles, to educational attainment rates, maps of sacred lands, songs, and social media activities.” Indigenous data sovereignty ensures the right of Tribes “to govern the collection, ownership, and application of their own data.”

Intersectionality
Intersectionality is inquiry and praxis (action and reflection) for advancing equity and justice in policy, practice and distribution of resources. “Intersectionality is a way of understanding and analyzing complexity in the world, in people, and in human experiences. The events and conditions of social and political life and the self can seldom be understood as shaped by one factor. They are shaped by many factors in diverse and mutually influencing ways. When it comes to social inequality, people’s lives and the organization of power in a given society are better understood as being shaped not by a single axis of social division, be it race or gender or class, but by many axes that work together and influence each other.”

Privacy
Privacy as it relates to health information broadly refers to individuals’ rights to control the acquisition, uses, or disclosure of their identifiable health data.

Public Health Surveillance
Public health surveillance is the ongoing, systematic collection, analysis, and interpretation of health-related data essential to planning, implementation, and evaluation of public health practice.

Race
Race is a socially constructed system of categorizing humans largely based on observable physical features (phenotypes), such as skin color, and on ancestry. There is no scientific basis for or discernible distinction between racial categories.

Re-identification
Re-identification is “the ability for an interested adversary to use reasonable effort to match details in the de-identified dataset to distinct persons sufficiently to contact them.”

Security
Security as it relates to data refers to physical, technical, and administrative safeguards designed to protect identifiable health data from unwarranted access or disclosure.

Social Determinants of Health
Social determinants of health (SDOH) are the conditions in the environments where people are born, live, learn, work, play, worship, and age that affect a wide range of health, functioning, and quality-of-life outcomes and risks.
Appendix 2: Selected Data Disaggregation Reports and Resources


**Commission on Evidence-Based Policymaking**, *The Promise of Evidence-Based Policymaking* (Sept. 2017) (last visited Nov. 12, 2022)
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